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Abstract

Wireless networks had a constant growth in the last period and it is expected, that this trend will
not change in the near future. The boundaries between different networks are narrower every
day as interconnection technologies and protocols are developed. Wireless networks are there for
those, who require mobility. This paper focuses on the study of the handover of a mobile wireless
network node from the practical point of view, emphasizing the time duration properties of the
process. The author wrote a software tool specially designed for this purpose, by studying the
network traffic observed between the mobile node and a corresponding node. This study tries to
bring a new contribution to the scientific community by the originality of the test setup, which will
be described later in this paper.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical Fundamentals

This report presents a software tool written to analyze the handover process in an IEEE 802.11
network, using the next generation network layer protocol: Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6).
IPv6 is currently a draft standard of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and is expected to
replace the Internet Protocol version 4, the one used primarily in today’s Internet hosts. In order
the understand the handover process a good knowledge of both the above mentioned protocols is
required. This chapter will cover most basic and some advanced aspects.

1.1 The IEEE 802.11 (Wireless LAN) Standard

This section will present a short overview of the IEEE 802.11 Standard [1].

1.1.1 Architecture

Architecture Components

An 802.11 LAN is based on a cellular architecture where the system is subdivided into cells,
where each cell (called Basic Service Set or BSS, in the 802.11 nomenclature) is controlled by a
Base Station (called Access Point, or in short AP).

Even though that a wireless LAN may be formed by a single cell, with a single Access Point,
(and as will be described later, it can also work without an Access Point), most installations will
be formed by several cells, where the Access Points are connected through some kind of backbone
(called Distribution System or DS), typically Ethernet, and in some cases wireless itself.

The whole interconnected Wireless LAN including the different cells, their respective Access
Points and the Distribution System, is seen to the upper layers of the OSI model, as a single 802
network, and is called in the Standard as Extended Service Set (ESS).

Figure . . . shows a typical 802.11 LAN, with the components described previously.

Layers Description

As any 802.x protocol, the 802.11 protocol covers the Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer and
the Physical (PHY) Layer, the Standard currently defines a single MAC which interacts with three
PHYs:

• Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum in the 2.4 GHz Band

• Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum in the 2.4 GHz Band, and

• Infrared
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802.2 Data Link Layer
802.11 MAC
FH DS IR PHY Layer

Beyond the standard functionality usually performed by MAC Layers, the 802.11 MAC per-
forms other functions that are typically related to upper layer protocols, such as Fragmentation,
Packet Retransmissions, and Acknowledges.

The Basic Access Method: CSMA/CD

The basic access mechanism, called Distributed Coordination Function, is basically a Carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance mechanism (usually known as CSMA/CA). CSMA
protocols are well known in the industry, where the most popular is the Ethernet, which is a
CSMA/CD protocol (CD standing for Collision Detection).

A CSMA protocol works as follows: A station desiring to transmit senses the medium, if the
medium is busy (i.e. some other station is transmitting) then the station will defer its transmission
to a later time, if the medium is sensed free then the station is allowed to transmit.

These kind of protocols are very effective when the medium is not heavily loaded, since it
allows stations to transmit with minimum delay, but there is always a chance of stations transmit-
ting at the same time (collision), caused by the fact that the stations sensed the medium free and
decided to transmit at once. These collision situations must be identified, so the MAC layer can
retransmit the packet by itself and not by upper layers, which would cause significant delay. In the
Ethernet case this collision is recognized by the transmitting stations which go to a retransmission
phase based on an exponential random back-off algorithm.

While these Collision Detection mechanisms are a good idea on a wired LAN, they cannot be
used on a Wireless LAN environment, because of two main reasons:

1. Implementing a Collision Detection Mechanism would require the implementation of a Full
Duplex radio, capable of transmitting and receiving at once, an approach that would increase
the price significantly.

2. On a Wireless environment we cannot assume that all stations hear each other (which is
the basic assumption of the Collision Detection scheme), and the fact that a station willing
to transmit and senses the medium free, doesn’t necessarily mean that the medium is free
around the receiver area.

In order to overcome these problems, the 802.11 uses a Collision Avoidance mechanism together
with a Positive Acknowledge scheme, as follows:

A station willing to transmit senses the medium, if the medium is busy then it defers. If the
medium is free for a specified time (called DIFS, Distributed Inter Frame Space, in the standard)
then the station is allowed to transmit, the receiving station will check the CRC of the received
packet and send an acknowledgment packet (ACK). Receipt of the acknowledgment will indicate
the transmitter that no collision occurred. If the sender does not receive the acknowledgment then
it will retransmit the fragment until it gets acknowledged or thrown away after a given number of
retransmissions.

In order to reduce the probability of two stations colliding because they cannot hear each other,
the standard defines a Virtual Carrier Sense mechanism:

A station willing to transmit a packet will first transmit a short control packet called RTS (Re-
quest To Send), which will include the source, destination, and the duration of the following trans-
action (i.e. the packet and the respective ACK), the destination station will respond (if the medium
is free) with a response control Packet called CTS (Clear to Send), which will include the same
duration information.
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All stations receiving either the RTS and/or the CTS, will set their Virtual Carrier Sense indi-
cator (called NAV, for Network Allocation Vector), for the given duration, and will use this infor-
mation together with the Physical Carrier Sense when sensing the medium.

This mechanism reduces the probability of a collision on the receiver area by a station that is
“hidden” from the transmitter, to the short duration of the RTS transmission, because the station
will hear the CTS and “reserve” the medium as busy until the end of the transaction. The duration
information on the RTS also protects the transmitter area from collisions during the ACK (by
stations that are out of range from the acknowledging station).

It should also be noted that because of the fact that the RTS and CTS are short frames, it also
reduces the overhead of collisions, since these are recognized faster than it would be recognized
if the whole packet was to be transmitted, (this is true if the packet is significantly bigger than the
RTS, so the standard allows for short packets to be transmitted without the RTS/CTS transaction,
and this is controlled per station by a parameter called RTSThreshold).

The NAV State is combined with the physical carrier sense to indicate the busy state of the
medium.

MAC Level Acknowledgements

As mentioned earlier in this document, the MAC layer performs the Collision Detection by expect-
ing the reception of an acknowledge to any transmitted fragment (exception to these are packets
that have more than one destination, such as Multicasts, which are not acknowledged).

1.1.2 Joining a Cell

When a station wants to access an existing BSS (either after power-up, sleep mode, or just entering
the BSS area), the station needs to get synchronization information from the Access Point (or from
the other stations when in ad-hoc mode, which will be discussed later).

The station can get this information by one of two means:

1. Passive scanning: In this case the station just waits to receive a Beacon Frame from the AP,
(the beacon frame is a periodic frame sent by the AP with synchronization information), or

2. Active Scanning: In this case the station tries to find an Access Point by transmitting Probe
Request Frames, and waiting for Probe Response from the AP.

The two methods are valid, and either one can be chosen according to the power consump-
tion/performance tradeoff.

The Authentication Process

Once the station has found an Access Point, and decided to join its BSS, it will go through the
Authentication Process, which is the interchange of information between the AP and the station,
where each side proves the knowledge of a given password.

The Association Process

When the station is authenticated, then it will start the Association Process, which is the exchange
of information about the stations and BSS capabilities, and which allows the DSS (the set of APs
to know about the current position of the station). Only after the association process is completed,
a station is capable of transmitting and receiving data frames.
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1.1.3 Roaming

Roaming (handover) is the process of moving from one cell (or BSS) to another without loosing
connection. This function is similar to the cellular phone’s handover, with two main differences:

• On a LAN system which is packet based, the transition from cell to cell may be performed
between packet transmissions, as opposed to telephony where the transition may occur dur-
ing a phone conversation, this makes the LAN roaming a little easier, but

• On a voice system a temporary disconnection may not affect the conversation, while on a
packet based environment it will reduce significantly the performance because retransmis-
sion would be performed by the upper layer protocols.

The 802.11 standard does not define how should the roaming be performed, but defines the ba-
sic tools for that, this includes the active/passive scanning, and a re-association process, where a
station which is roaming from one Access Point to another will become associated with the new
one.

1.1.4 Keeping Synchronization

Stations need to keep synchronization, this is needed for keeping hopping synchronized, and other
functions like Power Saving. On an infrastructure BSS this is performed by all the stations updating
their clocks according to the AP’s clock, using the following mechanism:

The AP transmits periodic frames called Beacon Frames, these frames contain the value of the
AP’s clock on the moment of the transmission (note that this is the moment when the transmission
really occurs, and not when it is put in the queue for transmission, since the Beacon Frame is
transmitted using the rules of CSMA, the transmission may be delayed significantly).

The receiving stations check the value of their clock at the receiving moment, and correct it
to keep synchronizing with the AP’s clock, this prevents clock drifting which could cause loss of
sync after a couple of hours of operation.

1.1.5 Frame Types

There are three main types of frames:

• Data Frames: which are used for data transmission

• Control Frames: which are used to control access to the medium (e.g. RTS, CTS, and ACK),
and

• Management Frames: which are frames that are transmitted the same way as data frames to
exchange management information, but are not forwarded to upper layers.

Each of these types is as well subdivided into different Subtypes, according to their specific func-
tion.

1.1.6 Ad-hoc Networks

In certain circumstances the users will desire to build up Wireless LAN networks without an in-
frastructure (more specifically without an Access Point), this may include file transfer between two
notebooks users, a coworkers meeting outside the office, etc. The 802.11 Standard addresses this
need by the definition of an “ad-hoc” mode of operation, in this case there is no Access Point and
part of its functionality is performed by the end-user stations (like Beacon Generation, synchro-
nization, etc), and other functions are not supported (like frame-relaying between two stations not
in range, or Power Saving).
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1.2 Networking Concepts and IPv6

IPv6 is the next generation network layer protocol, expected to replace the current (version 4)
IP protocol. It’s detailed description can be found in [2]. This section will present the main
characteristics of IPv6, emphasizing on the neighbor discovery mechanism for IPv6 (described in
[3]), which is important from the handover’s point of view.

1.2.1 Addresses and Names

The first problem that a network layer protocol must solve is the identification of each node. IPv6
assigns a 128-bit numerical address to each network interface. From the user’s point of view it is
hard to remember such numbers, so using a name is more convenient, when referring to a node.
Nevertheless, the address is thought to interact with routing mechanisms and is therefor numerical,
whereas the name is thought to be more easily remembered by the users and is therefor alpha-
numerical. Maintaining a biunivocal relation between names and addresses is clearly necessary,
and doing so is more complex then one might think. For this reason a distributed database called
Domain Name Service was adopted.

If we want to use IP to build a worldwide computer network like the Internet, the addresses
must be unique at the worldwide level. This requirement was already met by IPv4 addresses, but
IPv6 extends the addresses to cope with the growth of the Internet and Intranets. This uniqueness
is typically obtained through organizations that assign sets of addresses to end users.

These sets are called networks in IPv4 and can be subdivided into smaller sets, called sub-
networks, through a parameter called a netmask. IPv4 requires that each link be associated to a
subnetwork so that checking whether two nodes are connected to the same link is easy; they are
connected if their IP addresses belong to the same subnetwork. In IPv6, the address organization
is similar, but with two important differences:

• Addresses are longer (128 bits in IPv6 compared to 32 bits in IPv4).

• The concept of netmask is replaced by the concept of prefix. The prefix indicates how many
bits are used to identify the subnetwork.

For example, in an IPv6 address with a prefix equal to 80, 80 bits will be used to identify the
subnetwork and 48 bits to identify nodes within the subnetwork.

1.2.2 Routing

When a user wants to use an application on a given computer, that user can request it on the
network by specifying the name of the computer; the network consults the Domain Name Service
and extracts the IPv6 address of the remote computer. The address of the destination computer
becomes the key element to determine the most suitable routing to reach the remote node. A first
check made by the sender is whether the destination is connected to the same physical network of
the sender; in this case, the transmission can occur directly. In the opposite case, an operation of
internetworking is essential; the sender forwards the packet, and the router attends to its delivery.

The router’s main task is precisely to route messages on the network. The chosen routing
technique depends on the adopted network architecture. Connectionless protocols, such as IPv4,
IPv6, IPX, DECnet, OSI-CLNP, and so on, use a technique known as routing by network address.
A node is addressed by writing in the layer 3 packet (ISO/OSI reference model) its address, which
must be unique on the network. Each router uses this address as an index in its routing table and
determines the path on which the packet must be retransmitted.
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When a packet reaches a router through a local or a geographical network interface, the router
passes the packet to its forwarding process, which extracts the source address, uses this address to
examine the routing tables, and decides on which interface to retransmit the packet.

The routing table of an IPv6 router contains one entry for each subnetwork reachable from the
router itself. Routing tables can be written manually or computed automatically by appropriate
protocols such as RIP or OSPF.

Routing table fields are:

• subnet: the routing information is for addresses belonging to that subnet

• next hop: the router through which that particular subnet is reachable

• type: type of reachability (direct link, static entry, or the name of the routing protocol, that
added the entry)

• age: the left validity in seconds (only for routes learned via a routing protocol

• status: up or down.

The router forwarding process uses the routing table for each packet by searching in the sub-
network column for which subnetwork the destination address belongs and then by routing the
packet to the associated Next Hop. Note that Direct entries don’t have a Next Hop because the
router has an interface directly connected to those subnetworks and can therefore directly reach
all the subnetwork nodes by link layer (also called layer 2 or Data Link layer) transmission (IPv6
terminology).

1.2.3 Layer 2 and Layer 3 Addresses

Until now, we have referred to 128-bit IPv6 addresses, corresponding to ISO/OSI reference model
layer 3 or network layer addresses. Nevertheless, when a packet must be routed on a subnetwork,
the transmission must occur at layer 2, which is at the link layer. Therefore, we must know and
use layer 2 addresses. In the case of LANs, these addresses are the 48-bit MAC addresses; in the
case of ATM, the 20-octet ATM addresses; and in the case of the point-to-point channels, they do
not exist.

The need for two types of addresses can be summarized as follows:

• The link layer address is used to identify the final destination of a packet within a physical
network (IP subnetwork)

• The layer 3 address is used to identify the final destination of a packet within the whole
network

Different methodologies are available to maintain the mapping between link layer addresses
and layer 3 addresses within a subnetwork. The best known is based on the ARP (Address Res-
olution Protocol), which is adopted by IPv4 but not by IPv6, which uses the newer Neighbor
Discovery [3] protocol.

1.2.4 Neighbor Discovery

To manage the interaction between different nodes connected to the same link (for example, to the
same LAN), IPv6 uses ICMPv6 (Internet Control Message Protocol) messages.

These messages have the following three purposes:
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• To allow hosts to know which routers are present on a link. This capability is implemented
through periodical multicast transmission of the ICMPv6 Router Advertisement packet. Rou-
ter Advertisement messages are transmitted by routers and received by all the hosts con-
nected to a link that stores, in this way, the presence of routers in a local cache.

• To allow hosts to learn through Routing Redirect packets which is the best router through
which a node outside the link can be reached.

• To allow all nodes (hosts and routers) to learn mappings between IPv6 addresses and link
addresses through Neighbor Solicitation and Neighbor Advertisement messages.

Router Advertisement

Routers use Router Advertisement messages to advertise their presence on all links to which they
are connected. This process can happen periodically or as a response to a Router Solicitation
message. Router Advertisement messages contain several parameters relevant to the link, among
which are addresses, prefixes, and so on.

These types of messages allow hosts to learn all routers present on a given link automatically,
and they overcome one of the main IPv4 limits: the manual configuration of a default router.

Router Advertisement messages are used by hosts to build their Default Router List automati-
cally.

Router Solicitation

When the interface of a host becomes active, it can send a Router Solicitation message to request
all routers connected to the link to send a Router Advertisement message immediately, without
waiting for the periodical transmission.

Routing Redirect

When a host must communicate for the first time with a destination on a subnetwork to which
the host is not directly connected, it must choose a default router from its Default Router List and
send the packet to it. The chosen router cannot represent the best choice and be forced to route
the packet toward another router on the same link from which it received the packet. In this case,
the chosen router, besides correctly delivering the packet, generates a Routing Redirect message
to signal to the host that there is, on the same link, a router that represents a best choice toward the
final destination.

The host, when receiving a Routing Redirect message, updates its Destination Cache, storing
the best path.

Neighbor Solicitation

A Neighbor Solicitation message is sent by a node to discover the link layer address of another node
or to check whether another node is still reachable through the address stored in the cache. This
message is also used in the autoconfiguration phase to detect the presence of duplicated addresses.

Neighbor Advertisement

A Neighbor Advertisement represents the response to a Neighbor Solicitation message. A node
can periodically send this type of message as well. When a node receives this type of message, it
updates its Neighbor Cache, which contains the mapping between IPv6 and layer 2 addresses.

The Neighbor Advertisement message, with the Neighbor Solicitation message, replaces the
IPv4 ARP protocol.
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1.3 Mobile IPv6 Introduction

Mobile IPv6 is an extension to the IPv6 protocol, still in development, as its status is “Internet-
draft”, described in detail in [4].

Mobile IPv6 allows an IPv6 host to leave its home subnet while remaining reachable to the
rest of the Internet. This is realized by Mobile IPv6 by identifying each node by its static home
address, regardless of its current point of attachment to the Internet. While a mobile node is away
from home it sends information about its current location to a home agent on its home link. The
home agent intercepts packets addressed to the mobile node and tunnels them to the mobile node’s
present location.

This mechanism is completely transparent for all layers above IP, e.g. for TCP, UDP and of
course for all applications. Therefore DNS entries for a mobile node refer to its home address and
don’t change if the mobile node changes its Internet access point. In fact Mobile IPv6 influences
the routing of packets but it is independent of the routing protocol itself (RIP, OSPF, ...).

The solution given by Mobile IPv6 consists of creating a so-called care-of-address whenever a
node changes its point of attachment to the web. A care-of-address can be derived from the receipt
of router advertisements (stateless address autoconfiguration [5]), or be assigned by DHCP server
(stateful address autoconfiguration).

Mobile nodes are always identified by their (static) home address regardless of their current
point of attachment to the Internet. While away from home each mobile node has an additional
(temporary) address which identifies its current location. Thus, basically messages that arrive at
the original home address are redirected (tunneled) to the care-of-address.

1.3.1 Term definitions

The Mobile IPv6 Internet-Draft [4] defines several mobility-specific terms, they are explained in
the following:

Binding The association of the home address of a mobile node with a care-of address for that
mobile node, along with the remaining lifetime of that association.

Care-of Address An IP address associated with a mobile node while visiting a foreign link; the
subnet prefix of this IP address is a foreign subnet prefix. Among the multiple care-of ad-
dresses that a mobile node may have at a time (e.g., with different subnet prefixes), the one
registered with the mobile node’s home agent is called its “primary” care-of address.

Correspondent Node A peer node with which a mobile node is communicating. The correspon-
dent node may be either mobile or stationary.

Foreign Link Any link other than the mobile node’s home link.

Foreign Subnet Prefix Any IP subnet prefix other than the mobile node’s home subnet prefix.

Home Address An IP address assigned to a mobile node within its home link.

Home Agent A router on a mobile node’s home link with which the mobile node has registered
its current care-of address. While the mobile node is away from home, the home agent
intercepts packets on the home link destined to the mobile node’s home address, encapsulates
them, and tunnels them to the mobile node’s registered care-of address.

Home Link The link on which a mobile node’s home subnet prefix is defined. Standard IP routing
mechanisms will deliver packets destined for a mobile node’s home address to its home link.
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Home Registration Registration of the a mobile node with its primary care-of address.

Home Subnet Prefix The IP subnet prefix corresponding to a mobile node’s home address.

Mobile Node A node that can change its point of attachment from one link to another, while still
being reachable via its home address.

Movement A change in a mobile node’s point of attachment to the Internet such that it is no longer
connected to the same link as it was previously. If a mobile node is not currently attached to
its home link, the mobile node is said to be “away from home”.

1.3.2 Operation

The mechanisms of Mobile IPv6 will be explained using the scenario shown in Figure 1.1.

Internet

Home Agent

Correspondent Node

Mobile Node

Home Link
(Link A)

Link B

Link C

TUNNEL

Figure 1.1: Mobile IPv6 Scenario

The scenario above shows three links and three systems. On link A resides a router which
offers home agent service. This link is also the home link of a mobile node. This mobile node has
just moved from link A to link B. Additionally there is correspondent node on link C. This node
may be mobile or stationary.

Home Agent Registration

As soon as a mobile node detects that it has moved from one link to another and it has discovered a
new default router, a mobile node performs (stateful or stateless) address autoconfiguration. It uses
this new formed address as its care-of address. The prefix of this care-of address is the prefix of
the link being visited by the mobile node. All packets addressed to this care-of address will reach
the mobile node on the current link.

The mobile node registers its care-of address with its home agent on the home link. Therefore
the mobile node sends a packet to its home agent containing a “Binding Update” destination option.
The home agent registers this binding and returns a packet with a “Binding Acknowledgement”
destination option to the mobile node.
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Triangle Routing

Now the home agent intercepts any packets addressed to the mobile node’s home address. There-
fore it uses proxy Neighbor Discovery. Proxy Neighbor Discovery means that the home agent
multicasts a Neighbor Advertisement onto the home link on behalf of the mobile node. This ad-
vertises the home agent’s own link layer address for the mobile node’s home address. The home
agent replies also to Neighbor Solicitations on behalf of the mobile node. Each intercepted packet
is tunneled to the registered care-of address of the mobile node using IPv6 encapsulation.

If the mobile node sends packets to any other node, it sends packets directly to the destination.
The mobile node sets the source address of this packet to the care-of address and includes a “Home
Address” destination option. Because the home address is static (in contrast to the care-of address),
this allows every correspondent node the transparent use of the care-of address for layers above
the Mobile IPv6 support. Higher layers (including applications) do not notice the care-of address,
they only notice the home address.

If a mobile node communicates with a correspondent while being away from home, packets
are routed from the correspondent node to the home agent, from the home agent to the mobile and
from the mobile to the correspondent. This routing anomaly is called Triangle Routing.

Route Optimization

Route Optimization To avoid triangle routing a mobile node can send Binding Updates to any
(mobile or stationary) correspondent node. This allows correspondent IPv6 nodes to cache the
current care-of address and send packets directly to a mobile node.

Any IPv6 node sending a packet first checks its Binding Cache for this destination address.
If there is an entry, it will send the packet to the mobile node using a routing header (rather than
IPv6 encapsulation). The route specified by this routing header has two hops. The first hop is the
care-of address and the second hop is the home address of the mobile node. This results in the
packet being directly sent to the care-of address of the mobile node. The mobile node receives this
packet and “forwards” it to the next hop specified in the routing header. The next (and final) hop is
the home address of the mobile node, therefore this packet will be “looped back” inside the mobile
node. Afterward the packet will be processed in the same way as if the mobile node was at home.

If the Binding Cache has no entry, this packet will be send normally. Then this packet is routed
to the specified network and received by the destination node. In case the destination is a mobile
node which is away from home, this packet will be intercepted by the home agent on the home link
and tunneled to the mobile node.

1.3.3 Mobile IPv6 Advantages

Principally the mobility support for Internet devices is possible and standardized for both IP pro-
tocol versions, IPv4 and IPv6, but due to the enhanced functionality and later design of IPv6 some
features concerning the mobility support have been integrated more efficiently in Mobile IPv6
compared to Mobile IPv4. This section shortly lists the main advantages of Mobile IPv6.

• Mobile IP has to assign global IP addresses to a mobile node on each point it attaches the
Internet. On links which serve for mobile nodes a set of IP addresses (at least one) assigned
as mobile node care-of addresses has to be reserved. Due to address shortage in IPv4 there
may be problems on some links to reserve enough global IPv4 addresses, for IPv6 there are
enough addresses available.

• Using stateless address autoconfiguration and neighbor discovery mechanisms Mobile IPv6
neither needs DHCP nor foreign agents on foreign links to configure the care-of addresses
of mobile nodes.
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• Mobile IPv6 can use IPSec for all security requirements, like authentication, data integrity
protection, and replay protection.

• To avoid waste of bandwidth due to triangle routing, Mobile IP specifies the mechanisms
of Route Optimization. While Route Optimization is an additional functionality for Mobile
IPv4, it is an integral part of Mobile IPv6.

• There are several routers in the Internet, which execute “ingress-filtering” for the packets to
be forwarded by them, that is they check, if the source address of a packet could be reached
over the interface the packet has been received. Mobile IPv6 can coexist with “ingress-
filtering” without problems. A mobile node on a foreign link uses its care-of address as
source address of its packets, and includes its home address in the Home Address destination
option. As the care-of address is a valid address on the foreign link, the packet will pass
“ingress-filtering” without any problems.
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Chapter 2

Design

Like all software projects, this one had several execution phases. The development of this tool can
be divided into the following phases:

• defining the problem

• designing the logic of the program

• choosing the programming language

• finding potential extension libraries

• writing and debugging code

• testing and usage

• documenting

Most development phases will be covered in the next sections, while the testing and usage phase
will be covered in the next chapter. The documentation phase mainly consisted of commenting the
source codes in detail and writing this paper, thus it will not be covered.

2.1 Defining the Problem

The first step was to define what the program will have to solve, what should it’s input be and what
the output. To properly explain this the next section describes the testbed used.

2.1.1 Testbed

This project used a testbed composed of six PC class computers with both wireless and Fast Eth-
ernet network cards running Debian GNU/Linux as operating system (Figure 2.1). Two PCs,
PAMPOL and VERDI were configured as Access Points (APs) having two wireless cards: one to
do the AP functions and handle traffic, the other to monitor traffic. Note that wireless cards don’t
offer the possibility to sniff traffic below the network layer while the card is in normal operating
mode as it is done with IEEE 802.3 cards. In order to capture data-link layer traffic, one must use
the special operating mode called “monitoring mode” in which they cannot send packets, but re-
ceive all packets on the channel they operate. This way MAC layer information too is obtained for
captured packets, and packets that have no network layer and above information can be captured
as well. The wireless cards performing AP functions are in the so called “master mode”. All four
cards used are Level One WNC-300 with Atheros chipset, using the Linux drivers provided by the
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Figure 2.1: Testbed architecture

MADWIFI project [6]. They are still under development, lack some features, but are stable enough
to do tests.

The mobile node (MN) uses a Cisco Aironet 350 PCMCIA card with drivers from Cisco Cor-
poration, that have all the features and are very reliable.

The corresponding node (CN) and the home agent (HA) are connected through a Fast Ethernet
link. The CN, HA and MN are using the Linux kernel 2.4.22, compiled with mobility extensions.
The mobility extensions are not included with the default kernel, a patch [7] must be applied to
make it available.

The NTP server is a time synchronization server, its purpose is to offer synchronization of
clocks in order to have the same timestamps on all machines’ captures. The machines of the
testbed were configured to synchronize their clocks with this one. The NTP server’s time source
was a GPS receiver with a time synchronization kit.

The APs are running with Linux 2.6.3 because the MADWIFI wireless drivers more compatible
with it compared to the 2.4.x series. The mobility kernel patch was developed and works only with
the 2.4.22 version of the Linux kernel, so the other PCs had to use that one.

2.1.2 Program Requirements

Two binary capture files were given as starting point, containing a capture session from two moni-
toring STAs. The files were in the pcap format, saved using the ethereal application. Ethereal is a
GUI-only tool, meaning it only has a Graphical User Interface, and can only save in binary formats.
A typical ethereal window is presented in Fig. 2.2. The software tool to be designed should take
the captures, detect handovers and extract time information about the detected handovers. This
time information should be the timestamps of the most important phases and/or messages of the
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Figure 2.2: An ethereal instance

handover procedure. The program should also save the gathered data in a file for later analysis.
One module of the program should actually do a graphical representation of the data, specifically
the time composition of the most important phases. These phases are subject to research and should
be determined during program development.

2.2 Designing the Program Logic

This is the most important step in a software project. A careful design of the program logic can
help the developer avoid a lot of code debugging, by splitting up the problem into smaller parts,
thus modularizing the project. Each module can then be tested individually and treated later on as
a blackbox. If new features are desired, the developer can focus on that particular module again,
develop and test the new functionalities without changing the old ones and then the module can be
treated like a blackbox again. As pointed out in the previous section, not all parts of the problem
were known, so the design should be as extensible as possible from the start. Summarizing the
requirements, the main program logic was adopted as the one presented in Fig. 2.3. In order to ex-
pand this flowchart, the handover process needed to be known in detail. The first step was to locate
and read studies from other research groups related to this topic and study the relevant sections
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Figure 2.3: Main program logic

in the IEEE 802.11 standard [1], regarding the data-link layer part of the handover, some of the
IPv6 IETF documents [2, 3, 5, 4], discussing the stateless autoconfiguration, neighbor discovery
and mobility for the network layer part. A summary from those documents was already presented
in chapter 1.

This step of the software development is strongly related to the “writing code” step, so the rest
of the handover study will be presented in section 2.5.

2.3 Choosing the Programming Language

There are multiple issues to consider when choosing the programming language for a given project.
In this case, working code was expected to be produced in a short time, the code should be easily
maintainable, adding features should not be hard and since the problem it tries to solve is not
clearly defined (the handover procedure was still subject of research) it should be easily adaptable
according to later discoveries. The program should necessarily work on Linux, portability to other
platform would be an advantage, but not required.

Options were mainly C, Perl or shell scripting. Most projects use C, but it has the disadvantage
of being a medium level programming language, thus making everything possible, but the devel-
opment of software using C takes longer that it would take using a high level language. Execution
speed was not so important so it was decided not to use C.

Shell scripting means using external programs, helped by the flow control of the shell. External
programs that are widely used by shell programmers for text processing are sed and awk, but use
of any Unix command and/or other programs that can be invoked from the shell is possible and
common. In this case however, binary data was the input. That is not easy to work with in any
programming language, unless there are functions or methods that handle that exact type of data.
So it was investigated if there was some way to convert the binary pcap format into an easily
accessible text format, that could eventually be analyzed using sed and awk, or if it was decided to
use Perl, using Perl’s text manipulation functions.

The ethereal package contains a command line version of the ethereal program, called tethe-
real. It can be used to capture and display data on a terminal. But ethereal and tethereal supported
the reading of saved sessions, so data could be analyzed later. The default display behavior for
tethereal was to print short information about the highest level protocol found in each packet, so
one can easily observe traffic during a live capture:

327 27.819759 PORTATIL -> Broadcast IEEE 802.11 Probe Request
328 27.820595 VERDI -> PORTATIL IEEE 802.11 Probe Response
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330 27.858461 VERDI -> PORTATIL IEEE 802.11 Probe Response
331 27.895481 PORTATIL -> Broadcast IEEE 802.11 Probe Request
332 27.912275 PORTATIL -> VERDI IEEE 802.11 Authentication
333 27.913658 VERDI -> PORTATIL IEEE 802.11 Authentication
334 27.915020 PORTATIL -> VERDI IEEE 802.11 Reassociation Request
335 27.916445 VERDI -> PORTATIL IEEE 802.11 Reassociation Response
340 28.023772 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertisement
350 28.775651 :: -> ff02::1:ff3c:902c ICMPv6 Neighbor solicitation
351 28.836628 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertisement

Checking the available options, to see if it was possible to output all data about packets three
possibilities were identified:

• show the ASCII codes of the bytes in the packet in hex format:

335 27.916445 VERDI -> PORTATIL IEEE 802.11 Reassociation Response

0000 44 00 00 00 90 00 00 00 61 74 68 30 00 00 00 00 D.......ath0....
0010 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 44 00 01 00 00 00 04 00 ........D.......
0020 2c cf 7d 19 44 00 02 00 00 00 04 00 ae ca e6 29 ,.}.D..........)
0030 44 00 03 00 00 00 04 00 0b 00 00 00 44 00 04 00 D...........D...
0040 00 00 04 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ................
0050 00 00 00 00 44 00 06 00 00 00 04 00 4a 00 00 00 ....D.......J...
0060 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 44 00 08 00 ............D...
0070 00 00 04 00 02 00 00 00 44 00 09 00 00 00 04 00 ........D.......
0080 00 00 00 00 44 00 0a 00 00 00 04 00 28 00 00 00 ....D.......(...
0090 30 00 3a 01 00 09 b7 3c 90 2c 00 03 2f 1d 9e 4e 0.:....<.,../..N
00a0 00 03 2f 1d 9e 4e d0 c0 21 00 00 00 04 c0 01 04 ../..N..!.......
00b0 02 04 0b 16 5e 5a ab 99 ....ˆZ..

• show packet description similar to the graphical version:

Frame 335 (184 bytes on wire, 184 bytes captured)
Arrival Time: Mar 29, 2004 15:11:15.657538000
Time delta from previous packet: 0.001425000 seconds
Time since reference or first frame: 27.916445000 seconds
Frame Number: 335
Packet Length: 184 bytes
Capture Length: 184 bytes
[... output removed ...]

IEEE 802.11
Type/Subtype: Reassociation Response (3)
Frame Control: 0x0030 (Normal)

Version: 0
Type: Management frame (0)

Duration: 314
Destination address: 00:09:b7:3c:90:2c (PORTATIL)
Source address: 00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e (VERDI)
BSS Id: 00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e (VERDI)
Fragment number: 0
Sequence number: 3085
Frame check sequence: 0x5e5aab99 (correct)
[... output removed ... ]
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• show packet data in Packet Details Markup Language (PDML) format [8], which complies
with the XML standard. A complete packet in PDML representation is presented in Ap-
pendix B.

Since XML/PDML was the most structured output format (and standard conforming), it was de-
cided to use it for the project. The decision was influenced by the possible existence of XML
libraries, since XML is widely used for data storage and representation.

Since the use of an external program for binary-to-text data conversion was required, the shell
scripting method was chosen for the main program. Still, I did not have experience with sed
and awk, which are used in shell text processing, but I knew that they are not for bigger projects
(they are used by Unix/Linux system administrators to process text files) since shell scripting has
a limited capability to handle variables, more specifically data structures. So I decided to use the
Perl programming language for the actual work, extracting the required data from the PDML file. I
did not have previous experience with Perl either, but I knew it was a powerful language (and later
experience proved that) and I wanted to learn it. Two books, [9] and [10], were extremely helpful
with this goal.

2.4 Finding Potential Extension Libraries

It is common practice in programming to use function libraries that extend the base capabilities
of the programming language. The obvious advantage is that one must not rewrite code already
written. Another advantage of extension libraries is their robustness, since they are maintained
over time, and user contribution helps them become more reliable, faster and have more features.
Unless execution speed is not critical, it is always a good idea to use extension libraries.

In order to avoid the need for in-depth XML study and be able to concentrate on the handover
part some search was performed to find a library capable of XML parsing, offering easy-to-use
methods to do that. In Perl libraries are called modules, and one of the great advantages (and
powers) of this programming language is the existence of a central resource repository that con-
tains user contributed modules (and much more). This is called the Comprehensive Perl Archive
Network (CPAN), and modules are made available there, after they passed some quality checking.

There are several modules on CPAN for XML handling. After some research it was decided
to use the XML::Parser module. This module offers the possibility to register handler subroutines
(callback functions) for the following events:

• Init: starting the parse;

• Final: parse ended;

• Start: an XML start tag is recognized; the attribute=value pairs contained in the tag are
passed to the callback function;

• End: an XML end tag is recognized;

• Char: non-markup portions are recognized (e.g. text between start and end tags); passes the
text to the callback function;

• Proc: a processing instruction is recognized;

• Comment: a comment is recognized;

• CdataStart: start of a CDATA section;

• CdataEnd: end of a CDATA section;
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• Default: characters appear that don’t have a registered handler;

• Unparsed: declaration of an unparsed entity;

• Notation: declaration of a notation;

• ExternEnt: an external entity is referenced;

• ExternEntFin: parsing an external entity is finished;

• Entity: an entity is declared;

• Element: an element declaration is found;

• Attlist: ATTLIST declaration; the handler is called for each attribute;

• Doctype: DOCTYPE declaration;

• Doctype: parsing of the DOCTYPE declaration is finished;

• XMLDecl: XML declaration.

The initial development of the PDML parsing was developed based on an article by the author of
the XML::Parser module [11].

Another extension used was the Getopt::Std Perl module, bundled with the main Perl instal-
lation (as opposed to the XML::Parser module, which had to be downloaded and installed sep-
arately), which added command line switch functionality to the program. This was required, in
order to pass options to the program in a more user-friendly way (instead of editing the source
code).

With the main program logic decided, the actual code writing could now be started, along with
the study of the handover process.

2.5 Writing and Debugging Code

In order to write code, the messages involved in the handover procedure must be identified, because
the program is based on recognizing the handover pattern. If several patterns are possible, they all
must be described, so the program can handle each one of them. If partial patterns are recognized,
the program will discard the data collected and start searching for a new handover, because for
statistical study only complete handover data will be considered.

2.5.1 The Handover Procedure

A. Mishra et. al. from the University of Maryland have done a comprehensive study in [12] about
the layer 2 (L2) handover process. They divided it into 3 main phases:

1. Probe phase: the active scanning for APs, performed by the STA

2. Authentication phase: exchanging authentication frames (two or four, depending on the
authentication method)

3. Reassociation phase: the exchange of reassociation frames, performed upon successful
authentication. The reception of a Reassociation Response concludes the L2 handover.

A graphical representation of the exchanged messages is presented in Fig. 2.4. A detailed
description of the phases follows:
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Figure 2.4: The messages exchanged during a layer 2 handover

Probe Phase

The probe phase is triggered by either completely loosing connection to the AP (no beacon frames
received) or the signal dropping below a given threshold level. The former will be called a hard
handover and the latter soft handover in this paper. Unfortunately, the not all cards have Linux
drivers supporting soft handover. The Cisco Aironet 350 PCMCIA card with the Cisco supplied
drivers that supported this feature, and we did most tests with this card. For completeness, we used
a D-Link card as well, but the MADWIFI drivers for Linux [6], that it was using are only hard
handover capable. That means that it would not search for a better AP until it completely looses
connectivity with the current one, even if the signal received from other APs would be higher.

All stations’ Wi-Fi card firmware has a list of channels, on which the card can operate. When
the probe phase starts, the STA sends a Probe Request to the first channel on the list, and starts a
ProbeTimer. If no channel activity is detected on that channel, the next channel will be scanned
after MinChannelTime elapsed. If there is channel activity, the STA waits until MaxChannelTime
elapses, and then processes all received probe responses. After that, it repeats the procedure, until
all channels are scanned. After that it will attach to the AP with the best signal.

The aforementioned study [12] has shown that this phase is the longest in the layer 2 part. Our
experiments confirmed that, as it will be shown in Chapter 3.

Authentication Phase

In order to attach to an access point, a STA must authenticate first. Two types of authentication
schemes can be used:

• Open System authentication: it is a null authentication algorithm. If an access point allows
Open System authentication, any STA can attach to it, and two messages are exchanged
(two-way handshake).
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• Shared Key authentication: STAs must authenticate using a secret key, delivered previ-
ously to them via a secure channel that is independent of IEEE 802.11. This is a four-way
handshake, more complex then the previous one

All experiments in this paper were using a setup with Open System authentication.

(Re)association phase

There are two possible scenarios:

1. The STA is not associated to any AP. In this case, Association is performed.

2. The STA is associated to an AP and decided to perform a handover and will perform a
Reassociation

If the first case happens after a STA loosed connectivity with an AP, and found a new one, we
have a hard handover, otherwise it is a new association. The second case is always a soft handover.
In both cases we have two exchanged messages, a Request and the corresponding Response.

Layer 3 Autoconfiguration Phase

Since no study about the layer 3 part of the handover was identified, research had to be done to
describe its behavior and the messages exchanged. The autoconfiguration phase was defined as
the time elapsed from the (re)association response (the last message of the layer 2 phase) to the
binding update sent by the mobile node to the home agent, the message that identified the start of
the mobile part of the handover, discussed in the next section.

In the testbed both machines configured as access points and routers had the router advertise-
ment daemon radvd started, sending periodical router advertisements to the all-nodes multicast
address: FF02::1. The radvd daemon is not sending the router advertisement messages at equal
intervals, and was configured for a minimum interval of 0.05 seconds and a maximum interval of
1.5 second on both machines.

Two different scenarios were identified:

• The STA performed Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) after receiving a router advertise-
ment message, by sending a neighbor solicitation with the undefined address (::) as source
address to a multicast address that contained the last 3 bytes of his MAC address, in our case
FF02::1:FF3C:902C. This is the standard behavior (only relevant packets are listed):

335 27.916445 VERDI -> PORTATIL IEEE 802.11 Reassociation Response
340 28.023772 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertisement
350 28.775651 :: -> ff02::1:ff3c:902c ICMPv6 Neighbor solicitation
351 28.836628 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertisement
362 29.773638 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> 2001:720:810:1213::1
MIPv6 Binding Update

• The STA was trying to send packets to the old router. After the MAC entry timed out, it sent
neighbor solicitation messages to the old router’s local-link address (the default route was
still unmodified). After a timeout it sends a router solicitation to the all-routers multicast
address (FF02::2). It is still unknown why it ignores the router advertisements sent to the
all-nodes address. The new router performs Neighbor Discovery, then sends an explicit
router advertisement to the mobile node. Note that in IPv6, the local-link address of a node
is always the same, because it only depends on the MAC address of the interface, so this
address is always configured.
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181 15.110719 VERDI -> PORTATIL IEEE 802.11 Reassociation Response
187 15.329328 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertis
ement
197 16.235242 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertis
ement
200 16.411207 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertis
ement
203 16.592264 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertis
ement
216 17.719162 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertis
ement
218 17.869076 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertis
ement
233 19.349942 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1 ICMPv6 Router advertis
ement
235 19.382106 fe80::209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> fe80::203:2fff:fe17:2630 ICMPv6 Nei
ghbor solicitation
236 19.442045 fe80::209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> fe80::203:2fff:fe17:2630 ICMPv6 Nei
ghbor solicitation
239 19.582118 fe80::209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> ff02::2 ICMPv6 Router solicita
tion
240 19.583262 fe80::209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> ff02::2 ICMPv6 Router solicita
tion
244 19.908616 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> ff02::1:ff3c:902c ICMPv6 Neighbor
solicitation
245 19.909248 fe80::209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e ICMPv6 Nei
ghbor advertisement
246 19.909622 fe80::203:2fff:fe1d:9e4e -> fe80::209:b7ff:fe3c:902c ICMPv6 Rou
ter advertisement
247 19.910547 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> 2001:720:810:1213::1
MIPv6 Binding Update

The program will detect the behavior and save that in the output file after the timestamps so a
filtering can be done in order to select either only the first or second type of handover entries from
the file. The program will consider the Reassociation Response as the start of this phase and the
Binding Update as the end, the rest of the messages will be only used to detect if DAD was used
or not.

Layer 3 Mobile Part

This study focuses on experiments with a single corresponding node, the software however is
written is such a way, that it would measure layer 3 mobile part delay with several correspondent
nodes. The testbed didn’t allow us to test this feature.

In the case of one corresponding node, we observed the following behavior:

1. the mobile node sends the Binding Update that ends the layer 3 autoconfiguration part and
starts the mobile part; this is a message to the Home Agent saying that it should register the
new binding:

2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> 2001:720:810:1213::1
MIPv6 Binding Update

2. the home agent responds with a Binding Acknowledgement, confirming that it updated its
binding cache:
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Figure 2.5: Mobile IPv6 handover messages

2001:720:810:1213::1 -> 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c
MIPv6 Binding Acknowledgement

3. the mobile node sends a tunneled Home Test Init message to the CN; this message contains
a cookie and is used to avoid an attacker to hijack the mobile node’s connection by sending
spoofed Binding Updates (the tunneled Home Test is for the non route-optimized case):

2001:720:810:1213::2 -> 2001:720:810:1220:220:18ff:fe58:b7b6
MIPv6 Home Test Init

4. the mobile node sends a non-tunneled Care-of Test Init message to the CN; the same purpose
as the previous message, except this uses route-optimization:

2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> 2001:720:810:1220:220:18ff:fe58:b7b6
MIPv6 Care-of Test Init

5. the CN sends a non-tunneled Care-of Test message the mobile node with a token generated
using the cookie sent by MN:

2001:720:810:1220:220:18ff:fe58:b7b6 -> 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c
MIPv6 Care-of Test

6. the CN sends a tunneled Home Test message to the mobile node with a token just as in the
previous message:

2001:720:810:1220:220:18ff:fe58:b7b6 -> 2001:720:810:1213::2
MIPv6 Home Test

7. the mobile node sends a non-tunneled Binding Update message containing authorization data
calculated from the received tokens to the CN (the CN should update its binding cache):
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2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c -> 2001:720:810:1220:220:18ff:fe58:b7b6
MIPv6 Binding Update

8. the CN sends a non-tunneled Binding Acknowledgement message to the mobile node, con-
firming that it updated the binding:

2001:720:810:1220:220:18ff:fe58:b7b6 -> 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c
MIPv6 Binding Acknowledgement

This behavior was very straightforward, and always reproducible in the testbed described, as it
will be shown in the results presented in Chapter 3.

2.5.2 Program Flow

The overview of the program flow is presented in figure 2.6. The program opens the input file,
specified on command line (a detailed command line option list will be presented in Chapter 3)
and then two handlers are registered for the XML::Parser module: one for the Start event, called
start handler and one for the End event: end handler. (XML::Parser events were listed in
detail in section 2.4.)

The start handler subroutine (or function or method — these terms are used interchangeably
by the Perl community) takes all opening tags and saves the attributes that are interesting for the
rest of the program in a data structure of type hash (key-value pairs) with the name %packet.

The end handler subroutine checks the name of the closing tag: if it is anything different
from </packet>, it will do nothing, otherwise it will call the checker subroutine for the currently
expected handover message.

Expected handover messages are defined in the @phase array like this:

@phase = qw/ Start AuthReq AuthRes ReAsReq ReAsRes BUpd_HA BAck_HA MIP_CN /;

Each of these “phases” has two subroutines, one ending with the suffix init and the other with
check. The former one initializes the search for that particular message type while the latter is

called by end handler to check if the packet is the expected one or not. If not (the capture may
contain communications of other STAs) it will continue to the next packet.

After all messages are seen, the handover handler subroutine is called, which prints the
timestamp summary to the standard output in tabular format. The default usage is to pipe this
output to a file for later processing or pipe it directly to the standard input of another program that
will process it directly. If verbose output was requested using the -v command line switch, this
function will print a formatted human readable summary to the standard error stream (the display,
unless redirected).

In some cases the captures can have incomplete handovers, or handovers not following the ex-
pected pattern. The program has a recovery mechanism for this case: if a Probe Request is received
after 0.5 seconds have elapsed from the first registered Probe Request of the current handover the
program will restart the pattern search. The threshold value was determined experimentally, and is
user modifiable. The subroutine that handles this is called new probe detected.

None of the subroutines expect arguments, they are only modularizing the program, so exact
prototypes will not be presented here. Data is kept in global variables, accessible and modifiable
by all subroutines. See Appendix A for the complete source code.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Results

In order to test the program PDML files are required as input. The PDML files can be obtained by
converting the binary capture files, which are obtained using ethereal or, better yet, tethereal. Using
tethereal to capture files saves system resources, because it is a lightweight text-only program and
doesn’t need a graphical environment.

Before starting to capture, the test environment on the mobile node must be set up. After it
boots up, the drivers for the wireless must be loaded:

root@portatil:˜# modprobe airo
root@portatil:˜#

After the driver is loaded, one can use the acu utility from the driver package to check the state
of the interface. Figure 3.1 shows the diagnostic program’s output when the MN is not associated
to any AP.

Figure 3.1: MN interface status (not associated to AP)
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In order to associate, one must bring the interface in the “up” state. Before bringing up the
interface, the list of available APs can be obtained using the iwlist command:

root@portatil:˜# iwlist eth1 scannning
eth1 Scan completed :

Cell 01 - Address: 00:03:2F:17:26:30
ESSID:"CCABA Experimental"
Mode:Managed
Frequency:2.432GHz
Quality:0/10 Signal level:-59 dBm Noise level:-256 dBm
Encryption key:off
Bit Rate:1Mb/s
Bit Rate:2Mb/s
Bit Rate:5.5Mb/s
Bit Rate:11Mb/s

Cell 02 - Address: 00:03:2F:1D:9E:4E
ESSID:"CCABA Experimental"
Mode:Managed
Frequency:2.467GHz
Quality:0/10 Signal level:-69 dBm Noise level:-256 dBm
Encryption key:off
Bit Rate:1Mb/s
Bit Rate:2Mb/s
Bit Rate:5.5Mb/s
Bit Rate:11Mb/s

root@portatil:˜#

The entry “Encryption key:off ” means that the AP supports the Open System authentication
method. The ESSID string is used to easily identify AP belonging to different department, and
can be used to force mobile nodes to attach to an AP with a given ESSID string only. Supported
bitrates are listed, along with the central frequency of the channel. The frequency can be mapped
to a channel number, with the help of the iwlist command:

root@portatil:˜# iwlist eth1 channel
eth1 14 channels in total; available frequencies :

Channel 01 : 2.412 GHz
Channel 02 : 2.417 GHz
Channel 03 : 2.422 GHz
Channel 04 : 2.427 GHz
Channel 05 : 2.432 GHz
Channel 06 : 2.437 GHz
Channel 07 : 2.442 GHz
Channel 08 : 2.447 GHz
Channel 09 : 2.452 GHz
Channel 10 : 2.457 GHz
Channel 11 : 2.462 GHz
Channel 12 : 2.467 GHz
Channel 13 : 2.472 GHz
Channel 14 : 2.484 GHz
Current Frequency:2.447GHz (channel 08)

root@portatil:˜#
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The interface is brought up with the ifconfig command:

root@portatil:˜# ifconfig eth1 up
root@portatil:˜#

The diagnosing utility now shows the information about the associated AP (see Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: MN interface status (associated to AP)

The MN is associated to the AP with the MAC address 00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e, which can be iden-
tified as “Cell 02” in the iwlist eth1 scanning listing and operates on channel 11. It is configured
to attach to APs with the ESSID “CCABA Experimental”, so the mobile node wouldn’t attach to
any other APs if they existed. Two of the three non-overlapping channels were used for the test to
avoid interference. Still some packets from adjacent channels were identified, but they were Probe
Requests, and that is normal, because during active scanning, STAs scan all channels, not only the
ones they operate on, and not only the non-overlapping ones, as described in section 2.5.1.

The acu utility has a comprehensive statistics dialog presenting several wireless LAN parame-
ters’ statistics (see Fig 3.3).

Now that layer 2 connectivity is established, the mobile IPv6 services can be started:

root@portatil:˜# /etc/init.d/mobile-ip6 start
Starting Mobile IPv6: OK
root@portatil:˜#

The interface is now configured for the network layer too:

root@portatil:˜# ifconfig eth1
eth1 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:09:B7:3C:90:2C

inet6 addr: fe80::209:b7ff:fe3c:902c/64 Scope:Link
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Figure 3.3: MN 802.11 parameter statistics

inet6 addr: 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c/64 Scope:Global
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:2135 errors:9412 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:9412
TX packets:62 errors:1 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:1
collisions:1 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:207406 (202.5 KiB) TX bytes:5616 (5.4 KiB)
Interrupt:3 Base address:0x100

root@portatil:˜#

Using the mipdiag utility one can check the binding update list, binding cache and other infro-
mation about the MN. Generic MN information is obtained by using the -m switch:

root@portatil:˜# mipdiag -m
If Home Address/prefix length Home Agent H R
07 2001:720:810:1213::2 / 64 2001:720:810:1213::1 0 0
root@portatil:˜#

The binding update list is the following:

root@portatil:˜# mipdiag -l
Mobile IPv6 Binding update list
Recipient CN: 2001:720:810:1213::1
BINDING home address: 2001:720:810:1213::2

care-of address: 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c
expires: 9985 sequence: 23 state: 2
delay: 32 max delay 32 callback time: 17

root@portatil:˜#

On the home agent, the binding cache entries are the following:
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[root@baldomar root]# mipdiag -c
Mobile IPv6 Binding cache
Home Address Care-of Address Lifetime Type
2001:720:810:1213::2 2001:720:810:1211:209:b7ff:fe3c:902c 985 2
[root@baldomar root]#

After the mobile node is set up correctly the capturing must be set up on the 2 APs (PAMPOL
and VERDI). With tethereal the command looks like this:

verdi:˜# tethereal -i ath0 -w example-verdi.pcap
Capturing on ath0
1565
verdi:˜#

The above command captures on interface ath0 (the monitoring interface of VERDI — ath1
performs the AP functions) and writes out data to the file example-verdi.pcap in binary pcap for-
mat. The number in the last row shows the number of packets captured.

In order to produce handovers while capturing, the laptop computer is moved around in the
building. The Cisco driver utility has a monitoring software, showing the signal level and the
MAC address of the current AP. This way it is easy to identify when a handover is performed. This
testing methodology is very close to the real world usage, so the test results are reliable. In some
test only one handover was produced and caputured, others featured up to five handovers.

The capture file can now be opened in the graphical ethereal program to be analyzed. One can
study the messages to see if handover was performed, and how, and later compare the results with
those supplied by the developed software tool. Now the file can be converted to PDML in order to
be processed:

ljakab@xarello:˜/share/_project/src/home$ tethereal -r example-verdi.pcap -T pdml >
example-verdi.pdml
ljakab@xarello:˜/share/_project/src/home$

The software tool developed, that extracts the timestamp information, is called home.pl. In-
voked without arguments, the program will display a usage summary, presenting command line
options:

ljakab@xarello:˜/share/_project/src/home$ ./home.pl
HandOver MEasurement v0.2.1

Usage: ./home.pl [-h|--help] [-v] [-t fake_handover_timeout]
[-d max_MIP_duration ] [-m MAC] -f input_file

-h, --help this help screen
-v verbose output (on STDERR)
-t fake_handover timeout set threshold for fake handover (seconds)

defaults to 0.5
-m MAC set the mobile node’s MAC address

defaults to the PCMCIA Cisco card
-d max_MIP_duration max. time the program searches for MIP

messages (seconds); defaults to 0.5
-f input_file PDML file with packet data

ljakab@xarello:˜/share/_project/src/home$
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As the usage summary presents there is one required command line option: -f input file. When
invoked with this option only the program will send to the standard output stream the timestamps
of the messages in a handover relative to the start of the handover. There is one line per handover:

ljakab@xarello:˜/share/_project/src/home$ ./home.pl -f example-verdi.pdml
AuthReq AuthRes ReAsReq ReAsRes BUpd_HA BAck_HA MIP_CN S/H DAD
0.168224 0.169557 0.170652 0.171611 4.607087 4.610144 5.006234 0 0
0.092849 0.094241 0.095366 0.096247 4.003390 4.006573 4.052554 0 0
0.168078 0.169343 0.170468 0.174192 4.428043 4.430503 4.444752 0 0
ljakab@xarello:˜/share/_project/src/home$

In order to have more information the -v optional command line switch is offered. This is
useful when studying the handover, together with the ethereal program, because it lists the frame
number from the original capture. This facilitates the fast recognition of the frame in question in
the ethereal window, so the researcher can analyze the message in context. The messages generated
by the presence of the -v switch are directed the the standard error stream, so they won’t show up
in the default output, if it is redirected to a file. For the example-verdi.pdml the output was the
following:

L2 search initialized.
Searching for the start of L2 handover... found! (Frame number: 427)
Searching for the authentication... found!

(Authentication request @ frame number: 436)
(Authentication response @ frame number: 437)

Searching for the (re)association... found!
(Reassociation request @ frame number: 438)
(Reassociation response @ frame number: 439)

[Soft layer 2 handover - ended]
Searching for MIPv6 messages... found!

(Binding Update @ frame number: 503)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 504)
(Home Test Init @ frame number: 505

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test Init @ frame number: 506

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test @ frame number: 509

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 510

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Home Test @ frame number: 514

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 517

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 518

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Home Test Init @ frame number: 522

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 527

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Home Test Init @ frame number: 528

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Home Test @ frame number: 532
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CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 535

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Home Test @ frame number: 544

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 546

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 551

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test Init @ frame number: 552

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 566

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test Init @ frame number: 567

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test @ frame number: 575

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 576

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test @ frame number: 596

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 597

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)

Handover Summary:
Start -> AuthReq: 168.224 ms
AuthReq -> AuthRes: 1.333 ms
AuthRes -> ReAsReq: 1.095 ms
ReAsReq -> ReAsRes: 0.959 ms
---------------------------------
ReAsRes -> BUpd_HA: 4435.476 ms
---------------------------------
BUpd_HA -> BAck_HA: 3.057 ms
BAck_HA -> MIP_CN: 396.090 ms

L2 search initialized.
Searching for the start of L2 handover... found! (Frame number: 3814)
Searching for the authentication...

Probe request detected, reinitializing L2 search
Searching for the start of L2 handover... found! (Frame number: 6628)
Searching for the authentication... found!

(Authentication request @ frame number: 6632)
(Authentication response @ frame number: 6633)

Searching for the (re)association... found!
(Reassociation request @ frame number: 6634)
(Reassociation response @ frame number: 6635)

[Soft layer 2 handover - ended]
Searching for MIPv6 messages... found!

(Binding Update @ frame number: 6692)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 6693)
(Home Test Init @ frame number: 6694
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CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test Init @ frame number: 6695

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test @ frame number: 6696

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 6697

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Home Test @ frame number: 6698

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 6701

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 6706

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 6707

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)

Handover Summary:
Start -> AuthReq: 92.849 ms
AuthReq -> AuthRes: 1.392 ms
AuthRes -> ReAsReq: 1.125 ms
ReAsReq -> ReAsRes: 0.881 ms
---------------------------------
ReAsRes -> BUpd_HA: 3907.143 ms
---------------------------------
BUpd_HA -> BAck_HA: 3.183 ms
BAck_HA -> MIP_CN: 45.981 ms

L2 search initialized.
Searching for the start of L2 handover... found! (Frame number: 11315)
Searching for the authentication...

Probe request detected, reinitializing L2 search
Searching for the start of L2 handover... found! (Frame number: 14020)
Searching for the authentication... found!

(Authentication request @ frame number: 14028)
(Authentication response @ frame number: 14029)

Searching for the (re)association... found!
(Reassociation request @ frame number: 14030)
(Reassociation response @ frame number: 14032)

[Soft layer 2 handover - ended]
Searching for MIPv6 messages... found!

(Binding Update @ frame number: 14091)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 14092)
(Home Test Init @ frame number: 14093

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test Init @ frame number: 14094

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Care-of Test @ frame number: 14095

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Home Test @ frame number: 14096

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 14097
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CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 14098

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: 14100

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)
(Binding Update @ frame number: 14101

CN: 2001:720:810:1220::2)

Handover Summary:
Start -> AuthReq: 168.078 ms
AuthReq -> AuthRes: 1.265 ms
AuthRes -> ReAsReq: 1.125 ms
ReAsReq -> ReAsRes: 3.724 ms
---------------------------------
ReAsRes -> BUpd_HA: 4253.851 ms
---------------------------------
BUpd_HA -> BAck_HA: 2.460 ms
BAck_HA -> MIP_CN: 14.249 ms

L2 search initialized.
Searching for the start of L2 handover...

In the handover summary the horizontal lines separate the three main phases of the handover as
discussed in section 2.5.1: layer 2, layer 3 autoconfiguration and layer 2 mobile part. These were
chosen because they are treated by separate entities of the operating system. As one can see, the
layer 3 autoconfiguration part takes the most time.

Using graph.pl one can generate a graphical representation of the time composition of the
different phases of the handover. The graph produced for the previous data is presented in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Handover statistics

The above test was performed with a unidirectional 1Mbit UDP traffic, generated using the
MGEN utility.

Test were performed with very low “user” traffic, using the ping system utility to send ICMPv6
Echo Request packets from the corresponding node to the mobile node at different intervals with
56 bytes of data. The mobile node responded with ICMPv6 Echo Reply messages.

This is the handover summary for 1 second interval:

Handover Summary:
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Start -> AuthReq: 92.516 ms
AuthReq -> AuthRes: 1.383 ms
AuthRes -> ReAsReq: 1.362 ms
ReAsReq -> ReAsRes: 1.425 ms
---------------------------------
ReAsRes -> BUpd_HA: 1857.193 ms
---------------------------------
BUpd_HA -> BAck_HA: 5.190 ms
BAck_HA -> MIP_CN: 15.447 ms

For 100 ms ping interval the following results were obtained:

Handover Summary:
Start -> AuthReq: 151.932 ms
AuthReq -> AuthRes: 1.426 ms
AuthRes -> ReAsReq: 1.071 ms
ReAsReq -> ReAsRes: 1.068 ms
---------------------------------
ReAsRes -> BUpd_HA: 4799.828 ms
---------------------------------
BUpd_HA -> BAck_HA: 5.049 ms
BAck_HA -> MIP_CN: 14.353 ms

One test was performed with 50 ms intervals:

Handover Summary:
Start -> AuthReq: 114.309 ms
AuthReq -> AuthRes: 1.407 ms
AuthRes -> ReAsReq: 1.367 ms
ReAsReq -> ReAsRes: 0.875 ms
---------------------------------
ReAsRes -> BUpd_HA: 4603.026 ms
---------------------------------
BUpd_HA -> BAck_HA: 5.214 ms
BAck_HA -> MIP_CN: 31.132 ms

From this results it looked like the layer 3 autoconfiguration phase depended on traffic. So one
more test with 1 second ping interval was performed, to verify:

Handover Summary:
Start -> AuthReq: 360.554 ms
AuthReq -> AuthRes: 1.017 ms
AuthRes -> ReAsReq: 1.265 ms
ReAsReq -> ReAsRes: 1.098 ms
---------------------------------
ReAsRes -> BUpd_HA: 4060.096 ms
---------------------------------
BUpd_HA -> BAck_HA: 5.006 ms
BAck_HA -> MIP_CN: 22.915 ms

The first results was only an exeption and the ICMPv6 messages don’t seem to influence the
duration in a deterministic way.

The above test were only preliminary, to get an image of what is dealt with. In order to have
solid results, tests with multiple handovers must be performed and the results analyzed statistically.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

The most striking result is the length of the layer 3 autoconfiguration phase which is 85–97% of
the total time of the handover. This means that it is the first place where improvement is needed.

As a start, without changing the IPv6 implementation itself, the author suggests tweaking its
parameters. Linux offers this possibility through the /proc/net pseudo-filesystem interface or sysctl
variables. Both alter values in the running kernel. In *BSD systems, settings can be altered by
changing sysctl variables and on different Windows versions the Windows Registry gives access to
those parameters.

I may be acceptable for fixed nodes to wait 4-5 seconds on startup to perform autoconfigura-
tion, but from the mobility’s point of view that much time is unacceptable: it would always be a
noticeable, annoying delay in transmission or could cause the loss of higher layer (mainly TCP)
connections.

Multimedia transmissions typically use connectionless protocols over IP networks, namely
UDP. They require minimum delay, high throughput, and are not very sensitive of occasional
packet loss, but a 4 second interruption for a multimedia stream is unacceptable.

Another important issue, discussed in [12] is the length of the probe phase in the layer 2 han-
dover. It is always more than 90% of the layer 2 part, and if layer 3 issues will be resolved, it
might become a bottleneck. It is for further study, if transmission can occur during the active scan
phase and if it is hardware/firmware dependent. Some cards and APs buffer data under certain
conditions, but buffers are limited in size, and for higher traffic volume they still could discard
frames.

Home agent binding update is quite fast and working well, and the binding update with the
corresponding node is within acceptable limits in the studied setup.

The object of this project was to develop and test the software tool that measures handovers.
The effort was concentrated on that goal and handover captures were made in a limited number
of different scenarios. A more thorough analysis is required to see which IPv6 parameters can
affect greatly the time required for autoconfiguration and the values which offer the shortest must
be determined. Timeout values for several counters should be decreased, and a tradeoff between
reliability and performance must be found.
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Appendix A

Source Code

Source Code for home.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w
# HandOver MEasurement
# by Lorand Jakab
#
# Perl script to extract the timestamps of WLAN handover phases

use strict;
use Getopt::Std;
use XML::Parser;

$Getopt::Std::STANDARD_HELP_VERSION = 1;
$main::VERSION = ’0.2.1’;

sub HELP_MESSAGE {
die <<EO_HELP_MESSAGE

HandOver MEasurement v$main::VERSION

Usage: $0 [-h|--help] [-v] [-t fake_handover_timeout]
[-d max_MIP_duration ] [-m MAC] -f input_file

-h, --help this help screen
-v verbose output (on STDERR)
-t fake_handover timeout set threshold for fake handover (seconds)

defaults to 0.5
-m MAC set the mobile node’s MAC address

defaults to the PCMCIA Cisco card
-d max_MIP_duration max. time the program searches for MIP

messages (seconds); defaults to 0.5
-f input_file PDML file with packet data

EO_HELP_MESSAGE
}

select STDERR; # Set default channel for output STDERR
$| = 1; # A trick to immediately flush output for the

# default output channel
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### Global Variables

my(
%opts, # Hash with command line options

%handover, # Hash with the timestamp of each phase defined in
# @phase

%packet, # Hash that containes keys from @wanted and values
# from the actual packet

@phase, # The phases that we are searching
@wanted, # Array with the names of required ethereal fields

# for the current phase
@duration,

$mobile_node,
$neigh_disc,
$phase,
$new_probe_request,
$hard_handover,
$dad_used,
$bind_ack, # Handover completed flag
$sumform, # Format string for debug output

);

# Define the search phases
# If you want the program to detect more phases, add the phase name here
# (order is important, max. 7 characters) and define the <phase_name>_init
# and <phase_name>_check subroutines
@phase = qw/ Start AuthReq AuthRes ReAsReq ReAsRes BUpd_HA BAck_HA MIP_CN /;

my $home_agent = "2001:720:810:1213::1";

# Default value for fake handover timeout (command line option)
$opts{’t’} = 0.5;
# Default value for max. MIP messages search duration
$opts{’d’} = 0.5;
# Default value for the mobile node’s MAC address
$mobile_node = "00:09:b7:3c:90:2c";

# Variable initializations
$phase = 0;
$new_probe_request = 0;
$hard_handover = 0;
$dad_used = 0;
$bind_ack = 0;
$sumform = ’ @<<<<<< -> @<<<<<<< @#####.### ms’;

### End of variable declarations

### Define subroutines to use for debugging (verbose) messages
sub dprint { print STDERR @_ if $opts{’v’} }
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sub dprintf { printf STDERR @_ if $opts{’v’} }

##############
# main block
##############

# Get command line arguments
getopts("hvt:m:d:f:", \%opts) || HELP_MESSAGE;

# Print help if requested via command line option
HELP_MESSAGE if defined $opts{’h’};

# Check if supplied -t argument is a number
if (defined $opts{’t’}) {

unless ($opts{’t’} =˜ /ˆ\d*\.?\d+$/) { HELP_MESSAGE };
}

# Check if supplied -d argument is a number
if (defined $opts{’d’}) {

unless ($opts{’d’} =˜ /ˆ\d*\.?\d+$/) { HELP_MESSAGE };
}

# Check if supplied -m argument is a valid MAC address
if (defined $opts{’m’}) {

if ($opts{’m’} =˜ /ˆ(?:[\da-f]{2}:){5}[\da-f]{2}$/) {
$mobile_node = $opts{’m’};

}
else { die "$0: Bad MAC address: $opts{’m’}\n" }

}

# Calculate the Neighbor Discovery MAC address for the mobile node
my @tmp = split(/:/, $mobile_node);
$neigh_disc = join(’:’,’33:33:ff’,$tmp[3],$tmp[4],$tmp[5]);

# Check if a filename was supplied
HELP_MESSAGE unless defined $opts{’f’};

# Check for the existence of the input file
die "Can’t find file \"$opts{’f’}\"" unless -f $opts{’f’};

# Print table header for timestamp output
foreach (@phase) { print STDOUT "$_\t\t" unless $_ eq ’Start’};
print STDOUT "S/H\tDAD\n";

my $checker_sub = \&{"$phase[0]_init"}; # Initialize phase 0 search
&$checker_sub;

my $parser = new XML::Parser(ErrorContext => 2);# Instantiate new parser object

$parser->setHandlers(Start => \&start_handler,
End => \&end_handler); # Set event handlers

$parser->parsefile($opts{’f’}); # Parse the file
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dprint "\n";

###############
# End of main
###############

#################
# Start Handler
#################

# The start handler is called for each start tag even dual start/end tags
# It will extract the "name" attributes as keys and the "show" attributes as
# values of the %packet hash from each tag, where "name" attributes that have
# the value defined in @wanted

sub start_handler
{

my $p = shift;
my $el = shift;
my $name;
my %attr;
while (@_) {

$name = shift;
$attr{"$name"} = shift;

}
if (defined $attr{’name’}) {

$packet{’timestamp’} = $attr{’value’} if $attr{’name’} eq ’timestamp’;
foreach (@wanted) {

if ($attr{’name’} eq $_) {
$packet{"$attr{’name’}"} = $attr{’show’};

}
}

}
}

###############
# End Handler
###############

# If a closing </packet> tag is seen, the packet_handler subroutine is called

sub end_handler
{

my $p = shift;
my $el = shift;
&packet_handler if ($el eq ’packet’);

}

##################
# Packet Handler
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##################

# After the start handler gathered all necessary data about the packet
# it is checked according to the test phase then the %packet hash is reset

sub packet_handler
{

$checker_sub = \&{"$phase[$phase]_check"};
&$checker_sub;
%packet = ();

}

################
# Data Handler
################

# When a packet matches some phase’s search criteria, the timestamp
# of that phase is registered in the %handover hash, the phase
# incremented and the next phase initialized

sub data_handler
{

$handover{$phase[$phase]} = $packet{’timestamp’};
$phase++ unless $phase == @phase - 1;

# &handover_handler if $bind_ack;
$checker_sub = \&{"$phase[$phase]_init"};
&$checker_sub;

}

####################
# Handover Handler
####################

# When a the completion of the handover process is detected this subroutine
# is called to handle the gathered data

sub handover_handler
{

dprint "\n"; # Print results
dprint "Handover Summary:\n";
for (my $i = 1; $i < @phase; $i++) {

$duration[$i] = $handover{$phase[$i]} - $handover{$phase[$i-1]};
$duration[$i] *= 1000;
formline($sumform, $phase[$i-1], $phase[$i].":", $duration[$i]);
dprint $ˆA, "\n";
$ˆA = ’’;
dprint " ---------------------------------\n"

if $phase[$i] eq ’ReAsRes’ or $phase[$i] eq ’BUpd_HA’;
printf STDOUT "%.6f\t",$handover{$phase[$i]} - $handover{$phase[0]};

}
dprint "\n";
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print STDOUT "$hard_handover\t$dad_used\n";
$phase = 0; # Reset phase counter
$bind_ack = 0; # Reset handover end watch
$new_probe_request = 0; # Reset the fake handover flag
%handover = (); # Clear the %handover hash

}

#####################
# Recovery function
#####################

# If a Probe Request is detected after 0.5 seconds (or user supplied value)
# have elapsed, the handover search is reinitialized

sub new_probe_detected
{

if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 4 and # Probe request
($packet{’wlan.sa’} eq $mobile_node) and
($packet{’timestamp’} - $handover{$phase[0]} > $opts{’t’})) {

$phase = 0;
# If we are in the mobile part, save handover data
if ($bind_ack) {

&handover_handler;
# Else reinit search
} else {

$new_probe_request = 1;
dprint "\n\nProbe request detected, reinitializing L2 search\n";

}
$checker_sub = \&{"$phase[$phase]_init"};
&$checker_sub;
&packet_handler;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}

###################################
# Phase Init and Test Subroutines
###################################

sub Start_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa /;
dprint "\nL2 search initialized.\n" unless $new_probe_request;
dprint "Searching for the start of L2 handover...";

}

sub Start_check
{

if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 4 and # Probe request
($packet{’wlan.sa’} eq $mobile_node)) {

dprint " found! (Frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
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&data_handler;
}

}

sub AuthReq_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa /;
dprint "Searching for the authentication...";

}

sub AuthReq_check
{

return if new_probe_detected;
if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 11 and

($packet{’wlan.sa’} eq $mobile_node)) {
dprint " found!\n";
dprint " (Authentication request @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
&data_handler;

}
}

sub AuthRes_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa wlan.da /;
}

sub AuthRes_check
{

return if new_probe_detected;
if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 11 and

($packet{’wlan.da’} eq $mobile_node)) {
dprint " (Authentication response @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
&data_handler;

}
}

sub ReAsReq_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa /;
dprint "Searching for the (re)association...";

}

sub ReAsReq_check
{

return if new_probe_detected;
if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 2 and # Reassociation request

($packet{’wlan.sa’} eq $mobile_node)) {
dprint " found!\n";
dprint " (Reassociation request @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
$hard_handover = 0;
&data_handler;

}
if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 0 and # Association request
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($packet{’wlan.sa’} eq $mobile_node)) {
dprint " found!\n";
dprint " (Association request @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
$hard_handover = 1;
&data_handler;

}
}

sub ReAsRes_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa wlan.da /;
}

sub ReAsRes_check
{

return if new_probe_detected;
if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 3 and # Reassociation response

($packet{’wlan.da’} eq $mobile_node)) {
dprint " (Reassociation response @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
dprint "[Soft layer 2 handover - ended]\n";
$hard_handover = 0;
&data_handler;

}
if ($packet{’wlan.fc.type_subtype’} == 1 and # Association response

($packet{’wlan.da’} eq $mobile_node)) {
dprint " (Association response @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
dprint "[Hard layer 2 handover - ended]\n";
$hard_handover = 1;
&data_handler;

}
}

sub BUpd_HA_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa wlan.da ipv6.src
ipv6.dst mip6.mhtype /;

dprint "Searching for MIPv6 messages...";
}

sub BUpd_HA_check
{

return if new_probe_detected;
unless ($dad_used) {

if (defined $packet{’ipv6.src’}) {
if (($packet{’ipv6.src’} eq ’::’) and

($packet{’wlan.da’} eq $neigh_disc)) {
$dad_used = 1;

}
}

}
if (defined $packet{’mip6.mhtype’}) {

if ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 5 and # Binding update
($packet{’ipv6.dst’} eq $home_agent)) {
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dprint " found!\n";
dprint " (Binding Update @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
if ($dad_used) {

dprint "[DAD was used]\n";
$dad_used = 1;

} else { $dad_used = 0; }
&data_handler;

}
}

}

sub BAck_HA_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa ipv6.src mip6.mhtype /;
# dprint "Searching for the end of MIPv6 phase...";
}

sub BAck_HA_check
{

return if new_probe_detected;
if (defined $packet{’mip6.mhtype’}) {

if ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 6 and # Binding acknowledgement
($packet{’ipv6.src’} eq $home_agent)) {

dprint " (Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: $packet{’num’})\n";
$bind_ack = 1;
&data_handler;

}
}

}

sub MIP_CN_init
{

@wanted = qw/ num wlan.fc.type_subtype wlan.sa ipv6.dst ipv6.src mip6.mhtype /;
}

sub MIP_CN_check
{

return if new_probe_detected;
if ($packet{’timestamp’} - $handover{’BAck_HA’} > $opts{’d’}) {

&handover_handler;
$checker_sub = \&{"$phase[$phase]_init"};
&$checker_sub;
return;

}
if (defined $packet{’mip6.mhtype’}) {

if ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 1) { # Home Test Init
dprint " (Home Test Init @ frame number: $packet{’num’}\n";
dprint " CN: ",$packet{’ipv6.dst’},")\n";
&data_handler;

} elsif ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 2) { # Care-of Test Init
dprint " (Care-of Test Init @ frame number: $packet{’num’}\n";
dprint " CN: ",$packet{’ipv6.dst’},")\n";
&data_handler;
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} elsif ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 3) { # Home Test
dprint " (Home Test @ frame number: $packet{’num’}\n";
dprint " CN: ",$packet{’ipv6.src’},")\n";
&data_handler;

} elsif ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 4) { # Care-of Test
dprint " (Care-of Test @ frame number: $packet{’num’}\n";
dprint " CN: ",$packet{’ipv6.src’},")\n";
&data_handler;

} elsif ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 5) { # Binding update
dprint " (Binding Update @ frame number: $packet{’num’}\n";
dprint " CN: ",$packet{’ipv6.dst’},")\n";
&data_handler;

} elsif ($packet{’mip6.mhtype’} == 6) { # Binding Acknowledgement
dprint " (Binding Acknowledgement @ frame number: $packet{’num’}\n";
dprint " CN: ",$packet{’ipv6.src’},")\n";
&data_handler;

}
}

}

Source Code for graph.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use strict;
use GD::Graph::hbars;

my $file = shift;
die "Can’t find file \"$file\"" unless -f $file;
open IF, $file or die "Cannot open file \"$file\": $!\n";

my @phase = qw/ Start AuthReq AuthRes ReAsReq ReAsRes BUpd_HA BAck_HA MIP_CN /;
my @y_axis;
my @layer2;
my @layer3;
my @mobile;
my $count = 0;
my @timestamp;

while (<IF>) {
# Skip lines that do not start with a number
next if $_ =˜ /ˆ[ˆ\d\.]/;
$count++;
push @y_axis,"#$count";
@timestamp = split(/\t/);
push @layer2,$timestamp[3];
push @layer3,$timestamp[4] - $timestamp[3];
push @mobile,$timestamp[6] - $timestamp[4];

}

my @data = ( \@y_axis, \@layer2, \@layer3, \@mobile );

my $name = ’graph’;
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my $my_graph = GD::Graph::hbars->new();
$my_graph->set(

x_label => ’iteration’,
y_label => ’seconds’,
title => ’Handover Phase Time Composition’,
cumulate => 2,
bar_spacing => 10,
transparent => 0,

);

$my_graph->set_legend(’Layer 2’,’Layer 3 Autoconf.’,’Layer 3 Mobile Part’);
$my_graph->plot(\@data);

open(OUT, ">$name.png") or die "Cannot open $name.png for write: $!";
binmode OUT;
print OUT $my_graph->gd->png;
close OUT;
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Appendix B

PDML Example

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<pdml version="0" creator="ethereal/0.10.3">
<packet>
<proto name="geninfo" pos="0" showname="General information" size="184">

<field name="num" pos="0" show="335" showname="Number" value="14f" size="184"/>
<field name="len" pos="0" show="184" showname="Packet Length" value="b8"

size="184"/>
<field name="caplen" pos="0" show="184" showname="Captured Length" value="b8"

size="184"/>
<field name="timestamp" pos="0" show="Mar 29, 2004 15:11:15.657538000"

showname="Captured Time" value="1080565875.657538000" size="184"/>
</proto>
<proto name="frame" showname="Frame 335 (184 bytes on wire, 184 bytes captured)"

size="184" pos="0">
<field name="frame.marked" showname="Frame is marked: False" size="0" pos="0"

show="0"/>
<field name="frame.time" showname="Arrival Time: Mar 29, 2004 15:11:15.657538000"

size="0" pos="0" show="Mar 29, 2004 15:11:15.657538000"/>
<field name="frame.time_delta" showname="Time delta from previous packet:

0.001425000 seconds" size="0" pos="0" show="0.001425000"/>
<field name="frame.time_relative" showname="Time since reference or first frame:

27.916445000 seconds" size="0" pos="0" show="27.916445000"/>
<field name="frame.number" showname="Frame Number: 335" size="0" pos="0"

show="335"/>
<field name="frame.pkt_len" showname="Packet Length: 184 bytes" size="0" pos="0"

show="184"/>
<field name="frame.cap_len" showname="Capture Length: 184 bytes" size="0" pos="0"

show="184"/>
</proto>
<proto name="prism" showname="Prism Monitoring Header" size="144" pos="0">

<field name="prism.msgcode" showname="Message Code: 1140850688" size="4" pos="0"
show="0x44000000" value="44000000"/>

<field name="prism.msglen" showname="Message Length: -1879048192" size="4"
pos="4" show="0x90000000" value="90000000"/>

<field show="Device: ath0" size="16" pos="8" value="617468300000000000000000
00000000"/>

<field name="prism.hosttime.data" showname="Host Time: 0x2ccf7d19 (DID 0x440
00100, Status 0x0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="24" show="0x2ccf7d19" value="44
000100000004002ccf7d19"/>

<field name="prism.mactime.data" showname="MAC Time: 0xaecae629 (DID 0x44000
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200, Status 0x0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="36" show="0xaecae629" value="4400
020000000400aecae629"/>

<field name="prism.channel.data" showname="Channel: 0xb000000 (DID 0x4400030
0, Status 0x0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="48" show="0x0b000000" value="440003
00000004000b000000"/>

<field name="prism.rssi.data" showname="RSSI: 0x0 (DID 0x44000400, Status 0x
0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="60" show="0x00000000" value="440004000000040000
000000"/>

<field name="prism.sq.data" showname="SQ: 0x0 (DID 0x0, Status 0x0, Length 0
x0)" size="12" pos="72" show="0x00000000" value="000000000000000000000000"/>

<field name="prism.signal.data" showname="Signal: 0x4a000000 (DID 0x44000600
, Status 0x0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="84" show="0x4a000000" value="4400060
0000004004a000000"/>

<field name="prism.noise.data" showname="Noise: 0x0 (DID 0x0, Status 0x0, Le
ngth 0x0)" size="12" pos="96" show="0x00000000" value="000000000000000000000000"/>

<field name="prism.rate.data" showname="Rate: 0x2000000 (DID 0x44000800, Sta
tus 0x0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="108" show="0x02000000" value="44000800000
0040002000000"/>

<field name="prism.istx.data" showname="IsTX: 0x0 (DID 0x44000900, Status 0x
0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="120" show="0x00000000" value="44000900000004000
0000000"/>

<field name="prism.frmlen.data" showname="Frame Length: 0x28000000 (DID 0x44
000a00, Status 0x0, Length 0x400)" size="12" pos="132" show="0x28000000" value="
44000a000000040028000000"/>
</proto>
<proto name="wlan" showname="IEEE 802.11" size="24" pos="144">

<field name="wlan.fc.type_subtype" showname="Type/Subtype: Reassociation
Response (3)" size="1" pos="144" show="3" value="30"/>

<field name="wlan.fc" showname="Frame Control: 0x0030 (Normal)" size="2"
pos="144" show="0x0030" value="3000">

<field name="wlan.fc.version" showname="Version: 0" size="1" pos="144"
show="0" value="30"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.type" showname="Type: Management frame (0)" size="1"
pos="144" show="0" value="30"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.subtype" showname="Subtype: 3" size="1" pos="144"
show="3" value="30"/>

<field name="wlan.flags" showname="Flags: 0x0" size="1" pos="145" show=
"0x00" value="00">

<field name="wlan.fc.ds" showname="DS status: Not leaving DS or network
is operating in AD-HOC mode (To DS: 0 From DS: 0) (0x00)" size="1" pos="145"
show="0x00" value="00"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.tods" showname=".... ...0 = To DS: Frame is not
entering DS" size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.fromds" showname=".... ..0. = From DS: Frame is not
exiting DS" size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.frag" showname=".... .0.. = More Fragments: This is
the last fragment" size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.retry" showname=".... 0... = Retry: Frame is not
being retransmitted" size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.pwrmgt" showname="...0 .... = PWR MGT: STA will stay
up" size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.moredata" showname="..0. .... = More Data: No data
buffered" size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>
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<field name="wlan.fc.wep" showname=".0.. .... = WEP flag: WEP is disabled"
size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>

<field name="wlan.fc.order" showname="0... .... = Order flag: Not strictly
ordered" size="1" pos="145" show="0" value="00"/>

</field>
</field>
<field name="wlan.duration" showname="Duration: 314" size="2" pos="146" show="314"

value="3a01"/>
<field name="wlan.da" showname="Destination address: 00:09:b7:3c:90:2c (PORTATIL)"

size="6" pos="148" show="00:09:b7:3c:90:2c" value="0009b73c902c"/>
<field name="wlan.sa" showname="Source address: 00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e (VERDI)" size="6"

pos="154" show="00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e" value="00032f1d9e4e"/>
<field name="wlan.addr" showname="Source or Destination address: 00:09:b7:3c:90:2c

(PORTATIL)" size="6" pos="148" show="00:09:b7:3c:90:2c" value="0009b73c902c"/>
<field name="wlan.addr" showname="Source or Destination address: 00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e

(VERDI)" size="6" pos="154" show="00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e" value="00032f1d9e4e"/>
<field name="wlan.bssid" showname="BSS Id: 00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e (VERDI)" size="6"

pos="160" show="00:03:2f:1d:9e:4e" value="00032f1d9e4e"/>
<field name="wlan.frag" showname="Fragment number: 0" size="2" pos="166" show="0"

value="d0c0"/>
<field name="wlan.seq" showname="Sequence number: 3085" size="2" pos="166" show=

"3085" value="d0c0"/>
<field name="wlan.fcs" showname="Frame check sequence: 0x5e5aab99 (correct)"

size="4" pos="180" show="0x5e5aab99" value="5e5aab99"/>
</proto>
<proto name="wlan_mgt" showname="IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN management frame"

size="12" pos="168">
<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.all" showname="Fixed parameters (10 bytes)"

size="10" pos="168" show="10" value="2100000004c001040204">
<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities" showname="Capability Information:

0x0021" size="2" pos="168" show="0x0021" value="2100">
<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.ess" showname=".... .... ....

...1 = ESS capabilities: Transmitter is an AP" size="2" pos="168" show="1"
value="2100"/>

<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.ibss" showname=".... .... ....
..0. = IBSS status: Transmitter belongs to a BSS" size="2" pos="168" show="0"
value="2100"/>

<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.cfpoll.ap" showname=".... ....
.... 00.. = CFP participation capabilities: No point coordinator at AP (0x0000)"
size="2" pos="168" show="0x0000" value="2100"/>

<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.privacy" showname=".... .... ..
.0 .... = Privacy: AP/STA cannot support WEP" size="2" pos="168" show="0" value=
"2100"/>

<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.preamble" showname=".... .... ..
1. .... = Short Preamble: Short preamble allowed" size="2" pos="168" show="1"
value="2100"/>

<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.pbcc" showname=".... .... .0..
.... = PBCC: PBCC modulation not allowed" size="2" pos="168" show="0" value="2100"/>

<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.agility" showname=".... ....
0... .... = Channel Agility: Channel agility not in use" size="2" pos="168" show="0"
value="2100"/>

<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.short_slot_time" showname="....
.0.. .... .... = Short Slot Time: Short slot time not in use" size="2" pos="168"
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show="0" value="2100"/>
<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.dsss_ofdm" showname="..0. ....

.... .... = DSSS-OFDM: DSSS-OFDM modulation not allowed" size="2" pos="168" show="0"
value="2100"/>

</field>
<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.status_code" showname="Status code: Successful

(0x0000)" size="2" pos="170" show="0x0000" value="0000"/>
<field name="wlan_mgt.fixed.aid" showname="Association ID: 0xc004" size="2"

pos="172" show="0xc004" value="04c0"/>
</field>
<field name="wlan_mgt.tagged.all" showname="Tagged parameters (6 bytes)" size="6"

pos="174" show="6" value="010402040b16">
<field name="wlan_mgt.tag.number" showname="Tag Number: 1 (Supported Rates)"

size="1" pos="174" show="1" value="01"/>
<field name="wlan_mgt.tag.length" showname="Tag length: 4" size="1" pos="175"

show="4" value="04"/>
<field name="wlan_mgt.tag.interpretation" showname="Tag interpretation:

Supported rates: 1.0 2.0 5.5 11.0 [Mbit/sec]" size="4" pos="176" show="Supported
rates: 1.0 2.0 5.5 11.0 [Mbit/sec]" value="02040b16"/>

</field>
</proto>

</packet>

</pdml>
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